
(3.1)  Variation or Cancellation of Class Rights (s246B-G) 
 

- Rationale: Protects holders of particular classes of shares against variation or cancellation of their 
rights.  

 
1. Identify if class rights 

 
- Classes of shares will ideally be specified in Constn, or in the contract re share issue = follow Constn / 

K procedure for varying / cancelling class rights.   
- Court may find classes of shares exist even where company has not formally created it:  

 
Crumpton v Morrine Hall Pty Ltd Cumbrian v Cumberland 

• Entry shares in home unit company  
• No express reference to division of shares into 

classes  
• Holders of a certain group of shares were 

entitled to use a particular home unit 
(identifiable by that group only).  

• Rights of particular unit attached to one group, 
which differed from rights attached to other 
groups. 

• Special rights were enjoyed by a particular 
holder of shares 

• Rights were not annexed to particular shares 

 
2. Is company issuing new preferential shares that rank equally with existing preference shares?  

 
- YES = S 246C(6) [default]: proposal (ie resolution) deemed to be a variation of rights attaching to 

existing preference shares = special procedure in s 246B 
o Only not deemed a variation of rights if authorised by terms of issue of existing preference 

shares, OR authorised in Constn.  
o Overrides White v Bristol.  

- S 246C: other deemed actions that vary rights (unless permitted in Constn) include (not an exclusive 
list) – 

o 1 class of shares divided into 2 or more classes with different rights attaching to each class 
after division;  

o When a company has only 1 class of shares, and new shares are issued with different rights 
from existing shares.  

- NO = CL analysis (step 3)  
o Higher ranked preference shares à CL analysis  

 
3. Is what is being proposed a variation of a class right (and thus a removal of entitlements), OR 

merely a variation of the enjoyment of share rights? (White v Bristol) 
 

- Only effecting enjoyment ≠ special procedures do not arise. 
 

Greenhalgh v Ardene Cinemas White v Bristol Aeroplane Co Ltd 
• Members subdivided shares (by ordinary 

resolution) co 
• Company issued further new preference shares 

à dividends divided between new shareholders 
• Subdivision ≠ did not constitute variation of 

rights attached to shares. 
• Merely diluted share rights. 

•  Rights attaching to original preference shares 
did not change; simply effected enjoyment of 
shares (receiving less dividends).  

• Bonus preferential shares to ordinary 
shareholders ≠ not variation of class rights as 
rights attached to ordinary preferential shares 
did not change. 

 



- More than mere enjoyment and effects class rights = special procedure for variation is followed 
(found in Constn or s 246B default). 

o S246B(2) [default process for variation/cancellation of class rights if not in Constn]: rights 
may be varied or cancelled only by –  

§ Special resolution of the company; and  
• Special resolution passed at a meeting of the holders of the affected class OR  
• Written consent of members with at least 75% of the votes of the affected 

class. 
§ Written notice of variation/cancellation to members of class within 7 days.  

o S 246D(1): members who did not agree to variation/cancellation of rights may apply to court 
to have it set aside.  

§ Application must be made by members with at least 10% of the vote of the class 
concerned and must be made within one month of the variation/cancellation.  

§ subs(5): Court will need to be satisfied that the variation/cancellation unfairly 
prejudices the applicants. 

§ Assuming member does not have or cannot muster the support of 10% of 
shareholders of the potentially affected shares, he can rely on expropriation of share 
rights / exercise of oppressive majority power over minority (Gambotto) IF the 
company has a constitution.  

• Needs to be an exercise of majority power by shareholders to amend Constn.  
 
(4)  Reducing Share/Equity Capital  
 
(4.1)  The Capital Maintenance Rule 
 
Red flags:  Share capital transactions which prima facie offend CM doctrine: 

Reductions of capital 
Share buy backs 
Financial assistance provided by a company to enable purchase of its shares 
Payments of dividends to shareholders out of share capital (instead of surplus funds)  

 
- Limited liability companies must ‘maintain their share capital’ (Trevor v Whitworth).  

o Company raises share capital à capital can be expended to run business (pay creditors) OR 
be given back to shareholders = result: capital available to creditors diminishes  

o Lord Watson: “paid up capital may be diminished or lost in the course of the company’s 
trading” 

- Capital maintenance doctrine prevents company from engaging in certain transactions that involve a 
return of funds to shareholders, as this would diminish the pool of funds available to the company to 
pay its creditors.  

o Policy driver: developed to protect creditors.  
- Defective in offering protection to creditors: 

o Law does not impose any minimum capital requirements; 
o No guarantee that subscribed capital will remain static – capital may be reduced provided 

certain requirements are met; and 
o Share capital may be reduced/eliminated in the ordinary course of trading.  

- Part 2J: ensures creditor interests are not prejudiced and transaction is fair and reasonable between 
shareholders – see procedural provisions  

 
 


